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We use a train of sub-200 attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses with energies just above the ionization threshold in argon to create a train of temporally localized electron wave packets. We study the energy transfer from a strong infrared (IR) laser field to the ionized electrons as a function of the delay between the XUV and IR fields. When the wave packets are born at the zero crossings of the IR field, a significant amount of energy (~20 eV) is transferred from the field to the electrons. This results in dramatically enhanced above-threshold ionization in conditions where the IR field alone does not induce any significant ionization. Because both the energy and duration of the wave packets can be varied independently of the IR laser, they are valuable tools for studying and controlling strong-field processes.
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Attosecond pulses constitute a novel tool for probing processes taking place on the time scale of electron motion inside atoms. They have been produced in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) region both as attosecond pulse trains (APTs) [1–5] and as single attosecond pulses [6–10] via high harmonic generation [11]. APTs, synthesized from several phase-locked harmonics, promise to be particularly flexible attosecond sources since the amplitude and relative phase of the spectral components (the harmonics) can be tailored to vary the duration and the time-frequency characteristics of the pulses [5,12]. Exploiting this flexibility offers a new route to controlling strong-field interactions in atoms and molecules.

Strong-field processes are initiated by the creation of temporally confined electron wave packets (EWPs) which subsequently gain energy from a strong infrared (IR) field. The interaction of these wave packets with their parent ion gives rise to processes such as nonsequential double ionization, high-order harmonic generation, and above-threshold ionization (ATI) [11,13–15], and has recently been exploited in molecular clock experiments [16–19]. In the most common scenario, the same intense IR field also drives the EWP creation via tunneling through the suppressed Coulomb barrier. These tunneling EWPs are formed periodically near the peak of the electric field cycle, and their properties are determined almost solely by the IR intensity. EWPs produced by APTs, on the other hand, directly inherit their properties through the single-photon ionization step. Thus, the energy, timing, and coherence of the EWPs can be varied independently of the process under investigation by controlling the properties of the APT. This opens up a new range of experiments, where APTs can be used as a controllable injection mechanism for EWPs in strong-field experiments [20].

In this Letter, we use well characterized APTs, with central energy $\hbar \omega_{\text{XUV}} \approx 30$ eV, to generate EWPs near the ionization threshold in argon, and we study the subsequent dynamics of these wave packets in a strong IR field. The major obstacle to performing this type of experiment was recently overcome with the generation of true on-target APTs [5]. We show that the exchange of energy between the EWP and an intense optical field, a crucial step in all strong-field processes, is greatly affected both by changing the timing of the attosecond pulses and by altering their coherence properties (frequency chirp). Since the EWPs are injected close to the ionization threshold, the presence of the atomic potential also manifests itself during the energy exchange with the IR field. This is in contrast with previous attosecond experiments using EWPs with high energies where effects due to the ion core are negligible [7,8]. The use of APTs to control both the timing of the EWP creation and its subsequent energy exchange with the IR field represents the first application of APTs.

When a temporally confined EWP is injected into the continuum in the presence of an IR field, the generated photoelectrons will be redistributed in energy depending on the IR intensity and the initial properties of the EWP, as well as on the timing of the injection with respect to the IR cycle. For an EWP injected with a high initial momentum, the presence of the Coulomb potential can be neglected and the cross section for absorption or emission of IR photons can be assumed to be constant over the energy range. In this case, the final momentum of an electron injected at time $t_i$, with an initial momentum in the direction of the IR field polarization, will be simply given by $p(t_i = p(t_i - eA(t_i)),$ where $p(t_i)$ is the initial momentum of the EWP, $e$ is the electron charge, and $A(t_i)$ the vector potential of the IR
field at the time of injection [21]. If an APT synthesized from high-order harmonics is used for the injection, EWPs are generated periodically with a separation of half a laser cycle, leading to the appearance of peaks spaced by $2\hbar\omega$ in the photoelectron spectrum. In the presence of an IR field, two consecutive EWPs will be shifted in momentum in opposite directions since $A(t_i) = -A(t_i + \frac{\Delta}{\omega})$, giving two contributions, with different energy, to the final photoelectron distribution. In the time domain, the periodicity of the process becomes equal to the full laser cycle, and peaks spaced by $\hbar\omega$ appear in the photoelectron spectrum. At low IR intensities these are seen as sidebands in between the harmonic peaks, the intensities of which vary with delay [1]. For high IR intensities, electrons with energies well outside the original one-photon electron spectrum will be produced at certain delays. In our case, the APTs are synthesized from plateau harmonics and the EWPs are injected with low initial momentum, so that the effect of the Coulomb potential cannot be neglected. This will lead to an asymmetry between the low and high energy parts of the spectrum.

In order to illustrate the effect of a strong IR field and that of the Coulomb potential we have calculated the photoelectron spectra by integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in three dimensions for an argon atom in the presence of a strong 800 nm IR field and an APT [22], including electrons emitted within a $2\pi$ solid angle. The IR intensity ($3 \times 10^{13}$ W $\cdot$ cm$^{-2}$) and the time structure of the APT are the same as in the experiment. At these IR intensities the ionization is dominated by the APT. The results are presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), together with illustrations of the relationship between the fields, and in Fig. 1(c) the total photoelectron spectrum is shown as a function of the delay $\tau$ between the two fields. Throughout this Letter, the phase delay $\omega \tau$ is given relative to a sine wave. When the pulses in the APT coincide with the peaks of the IR field [$\omega \tau = (n + 1/2)\pi$, Fig. 1(a)], the vector potential is zero and so the average momentum change of the wave packet is as well. When the pulses instead coincide with the zero crossings of the IR field [$\omega \tau = n\pi$, Fig. 1(b)], the magnitude of the vector potential, and thus the momentum change, is maximum [7,8,21], and the electron energy distribution is much broader. The reason why we see a broadening, and not just a shift, is that the contributions from two consecutive EWPs are shifted in opposite directions in energy as discussed above. However, the probability of emitting IR photons is significantly decreased, compared to the probability of absorbing IR photons, when the final state approaches the ionization threshold [23]. This leads to a “pileup” of electrons at low energies, whereas the high energy side can expand freely.

Because of the finite duration of the EWP, different parts of the wave packet are born at different instants of the IR field, and thus experience a different momentum change. If the injected EWP is transform limited (i.e., the central frequency of the APT is constant), $\rho(t_i)$ is constant over the pulse duration, leading to a broadening of the photoelectron spectral envelope for all delays. If instead the EWP is initially chirped (i.e., has an energy variation over its temporal duration), $\rho(t_i)$ will vary over the pulse duration and the energy distribution will be either further broadened, if the derivatives of $\rho(t_i)$ and $A(t_i)$ have the same sign, or narrowed, if the sign is opposite [8,24]. The influence on the electron energy distribution will be further discussed in the experimental section.

Our experimental method for generating, characterizing, and manipulating APTs has been described in detail elsewhere [5,25]. Briefly, the APT is synthesized from harmonics 13 through 35 generated in argon from an 800 nm, 35 fs Ti:sapphire laser pulse. The harmonics are filtered using a hard aperture and aluminum foils. The aperture is used to remove the contribution from the long quantum path to the harmonic emission, while the aluminum filters remove the remaining IR and the intense low-order harmonics. These filters also serve to compress the attosecond pulses using the negative group-delay dispersion of aluminum to compensate for the intrinsic positive chirp of the attosecond pulses [2]. The APT is overlapped both spa-
tially and temporally with the dressing field (a delayed replica of the IR pulse used for harmonic generation). The two beams copropagate collinearly and are then focused with the same focusing mirror into a detection gas (argon) inside a magnetic bottle electron time-of-flight spectrometer (MBES). The MBES collects electrons emitted within a $2\pi$ solid angle around a direction parallel to the polarization of the IR and XUV fields. The static pressure of the detection gas is $\sim 1 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar and care is taken to avoid space-charge effects during the experiment. By applying different retarding potentials to the flight tube of the MBES, we resolve different energy regions in the photoelectron spectrum. We can characterize the EWP at the time of injection by using a weak IR intensity, such that only first order sidebands are produced. The spectral interference in these sidebands, along with the photoelectron peak amplitudes, can be used to reconstruct the average time structure of the EWP at the time of injection [1,26]. This technique is often referred to as RABITT (reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transitions) [26]. In addition, the maxima of the sideband oscillations appear when the EWPs are created at the peaks of the IR field, allowing us to unambiguously determine the absolute delay between the EWP and the dressing IR field. Furthermore, by correcting for the single-photon ionization cross section, the harmonic amplitudes can be determined from the measured photoelectron peak amplitudes. Finally, by repeating the measurement for different detection gases so that all harmonics on target are included, the average shape of the on-target attosecond XUV pulses can be reconstructed.

The current experiment was performed using two attosecond pulse durations. Using a 600 nm thick aluminum filter (Fig. 2), the intrinsic positive chirp of the attosecond pulses is almost completely compensated for [5], yielding an average of 160 as per pulse in the APT and 180 as per wave packet in the EWP train at the time of their injection. The EWPs are longer than the XUV pulses due to the reduction in bandwidth imposed by the ionization cross section of argon. The effect of a frequency modulation on the EWPs was investigated by using a 200 nm aluminum filter (Fig. 3). With this filter thickness, both the attosecond XUV pulses and the EWPs exhibit a positive chirp. Here, the average duration of each pulse in the APT is 340 as, whereas that of the EWPs is shortened to 260 as due to spectral filtering caused by the ionization process.

Figure 2(a) presents experimental photoelectron spectra for different conditions: only the IR field (blue line), only the APT (black line), both beams with $\omega \tau = n \pi$ (red line), and $\omega \tau = (n + \frac{1}{2}) \pi$ (green line). The IR intensity ($I_{\text{IR}} = 3 \times 10^{13}$ W cm$^{-2}$) is not strong enough to induce any significant ATI (a few low-order peaks are visible) and the ionization is mainly dominated by the APT when present. The short duration of the attosecond pulses allows us to control the instant of ionization relative to the IR field and, in particular, to choose time intervals not accessible through tunneling ionization (i.e., $\omega \tau = n \pi$). A detailed experimental study is presented in Fig. 2(b), which shows how the photoelectron signal varies as a function of energy and time delay over slightly more than one cycle of the IR light (1 cycle corresponds to 2.6 fs). The periodic displacement of the energy distribution towards higher energies as $\tau$ is varied is quite noticeable, directly reflecting the effect of creating a temporally localized EWP at the zero crossings of an intense IR field.

In a semiclassical model [9,21], which neglects the ionization potential, the maximum final energy of an electron in an IR dressing field is given by $W_f = W_{\text{EWP}} + 2U_p + \sqrt{8W_{\text{EWP}}U_p}$, where $W_{\text{EWP}}$ is the initial energy of the electron and $U_p$ is the ponderomotive energy. In our
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**FIG. 2** (color). Experimental results. (a) Photoelectron spectra (logarithmic scale) obtained by concatenation of measurements for different retarding potentials, in different conditions: with the IR field alone at an intensity equal to $3 \times 10^{13}$ W cm$^{-2}$ (blue line), with a train of 160 as pulses alone (black line), with both fields overlapped at $\omega \tau = n \pi$ (red line), and $\omega \tau = (n + \frac{1}{2}) \pi$ (green line). (b) Photoelectron spectra as a function of time delay between the XUV pulses and the IR field (linear scale), taken with a retarding potential of 9.3 V.
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**FIG. 3** (color). Photoelectron spectra as a function of time delay between the XUV pulses and the IR field, recorded with chirped 340 as pulses and no retarding potential.
case, $W_{\text{EWP}} = 15 \text{ eV}$ and $U_p = 2 \text{ eV}$ such that $W_p = 35 \text{ eV}$. Comparing this with the cutoff law for ATI (10$U_p = 20 \text{ eV}$) [27, 28], we see that using an APT as an injection mechanism for EWPs makes it possible to produce electrons at energies not normally accessible with the IR field alone. The transfer of energy to the electron is somewhat affected by the atomic potential, as exemplified by the asymmetry between the low and the high energy parts of the spectrum. Although the experiment includes averaging effects, due to pulse-to-pulse variations in the APT [29], the finite length of the dressing field, and volume effects, the agreement between our experimental data (Fig. 2) and the theoretical single-atom predictions (Fig. 1), which were calculated using the experimental parameters, is striking.

We have also investigated the influence of a frequency modulation (chirp) of the attosecond pulses and consequently of the EWPs on their interaction with the IR field. Figure 3 shows a result obtained for chirped (340 as) pulses. When the momentum change of the EWPs goes through zero ($\omega \tau = \pm \frac{\pi}{2}$), the contributions to the electron spectrum due to two consecutive attosecond pulses do not have the same spectral width. The narrower contribution will dominate the resulting photoelectron spectrum, leading to an asymmetric electron distribution relative to zero delay [in contrast to Fig. 2(b)]. The observation of these effects clearly indicates the possibility of controlling continuum dynamics not only by controlling the timing, but also the time-frequency characteristics of the EWPs.

In conclusion, we have generated attosecond EWPs with a duration of less than 200 as close to threshold in argon using tailored APTs. Furthermore, we studied their interaction with a strong IR field. With the pulse parameters used, the ionization is dominated by the APT and tunable ATI plateaus appear as an effect of the dressing field. The strong delay dependence seen for these ATI spectra is a direct consequence of the confinement of the EWPs to a shorter time than the period of the IR field. These results open the door to the generation of tunable and well-characterized attosecond EWPs which are essential for the study and control of a large number of atomic and molecular strong-field processes, such as harmonic generation and multiple ionization [20, 30].
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